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Movies That Will Be Released This Year & 
What We Predict They Will Be About

Leah Jackson and
Antonia Baylor, 

Movie Critics

Despicable Me 4
What Gru thought was a simple audit by the IRS goes south when the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation launches a sting operation onto Gru's elaborate network of child slav-
ery. You think Epstien’s bad? Just wait. This June join the goofy gang you know and 
love at the Gru mansion (Little St. James’ Island). Gru Gate is a tale of family, friend-
ship, and the disease of power under late stage capitalism. (Stephen hawking is not a 
part of this film)

Sonic 3 
Jim Carey delivers what The New York Times calls “The performance of a generation” 
in this block buster hit, receiving six Oscar nominations. This true story, which tran-
scends race, religion, age, and sexual orientation, President (sleepy) Joe Biden calls 
Sonic 3 “THE message we need to heal the world right now.”

Paddington 3 
Previously, we watched with glee as Padington took on London, so just wait for the 
shocking twists and turns his next adventure brings as this country bear is ready to 
head across the pond to The Big Apple! Paddington learns that, though he may look 
small, it’s the size of one’s heart that counts. Set in September of 2001.

Dune 2 
Another win for virgins. Dune is back and better than ever, offering another three 
hours of unbearable boredom backed by iconic droning soundscape which is actually 
one big queef by George Lucas stretched across the length of the film. (Stephen Hawk-
ing IS in this film)

Argylle
Dua Lip is SICK of seeing your ugly y2k outfits. You're not in Clueless, you're not Avril 
Levigne, stop wearing argylle. In this raw and edgy documentary, Dual Pee proposes 
a new political system that combines communism and agnosticism and enforces laws 
based solely on fashion dos and don'ts. Deli Pela plans to be the sole enforcer of law 
enforcement, anyone who disagrees with her will be shot with a hot pink 600 airweight 
double-action revolver.

The Garfield Movie: He Gets Bigger 
Garfield’s touching biography reaches young male audiences across the nation with 
the message that actually one in three men struggle with impotency in their lifetime. 
Among the most raw quotes of the film, our lasagna loving pussy says, “This never 
happens I swear, I’ve never had a problem with this before. Hold on, just give me a sec. 
This never happens I promise… Maybe we could just cuddle” 
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New year 
Same Me

Inside out 2
In the sequel to the heartwarming Pixar movie we all know and love, audiences will get 
to see Reily experience the joys of self discovery as she navigates puberty. New emotions, 
horniness, bitterness, and angst lead to the appearance of “klepto island”, “freak island”, 
‘fairy cosplaying on tiktok island”, “emo island” and “trying everything at least once be-
cause a little heroin never killed anyone island” The new emotions plot to overthrow joy, 
because why should that bitch get to make all the decisions? Bitterness locks joy in a cage 
while horniness and angst introduce Reily to sexual fantasies about her lifelong imaginary 
friend bing bong. Chaos erupts in the inner workings of Riley's brain leading to an ex-
tremely moving scene where Riley is prescribed 100mg of zoloft daily.

Ghostbusters: Frozen Empire  
Thank God! After the feminists almost ruined this beloved franchise in their crusade 
of woke anti comedy, beloved man Paul Rudd (male) returns loyal Ghostbusters fans to 
their preferred cinematic mediocrity in this sequel which attempts to answer the question 
“just how much money can we squeeze out of the original 1980 hit which wasn’t even that 
good to begin with.”

Joker: Folie à Deux 
Listen in disappointment as your male friends call Joaquin’s Phoenix a “genius” after this 
performance, featuring enough scenes of ‘man staring silently into a bathroom mirror 
then suddenly screaming in rage interrupted by a jump cut’ for this film to be considered 
in the running for best picture.

Message to Students Returning From 
Abroad Programs

Mick Smith,
Head Writer

Hello travelers! Welcome back to your home campus of Denison University. I 
wanted to give you guys a few pieces of advice about returning back to campus. 
The first piece of advice I have is that you should talk about your time abroad 
only when you are asked. Nobody is dying to hear about your new found ciga-
rette addiction, the clubbing you did, the random people you had sex with, or 
how to properly pour a Guinness. But, when people do ask, please tell them these 
things. I know a few of you have friends that are desperately trying to figure out 
what you did abroad and you are gate-keeping your fall semester from them. Just 
tell people what happened when you are asked about it. I don’t want to have to 
deal with another kid talking about their magical experience in Germany as an 
anecdote in class discussion. None of that has any correlation to the material we 
are learning in class. I guarantee it. With all of this said, I am very happy y’all are 
back. Welcome back to cold weather, hard classes, and shitty food!


